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ABSTRACT.

First order correction term to Stokes Law of fall of droylets. —(x) Bes-
pirica/. The experiments by which the value of the electronic charge was
determined by the droplet method gave consistent results only when this law
was modified by the factor (I + A//a), where 3/a is the ratio of mean free path
to radius of droplet. (2) Hydrodynamic theory gives as a first approximation
(x + &/a), where ( is the coefficient of slip. (3) Einetic theory gives (I
+ o.'7004lja) in case all the rnolecules are diffusely reflected from the surface
of the droplet, where l is defined by the relation q = .3502pcl. If, however,
the fraction reflected diffusely is f, the fraction (I —f ) being specularly
reflected, then the factor is [I + o.7oo4(2/f —x) (l/a) t. The theory de-
veloped by Cunningham gave the numerical constant as o.y9, but this value
is too high since experimental values of A nearly as low as o.po have actually
bee11 obtained,

Coemcient of sliy between gases and solids. —(I) Stokes' law method, Since
p = A/„p may be computed directly from A. (2) Rotating cylinder nzethod

of determining viscosity is also capable of giving values of p accurate to one
per cent. If 80 is the limiting deflection for high pressures, and 8 the deflection
for a low pressure, then P for that low pressure is (80 —0)/X, where E is a
geometrical constant of the apparatus. Values obtained by this method
agree closely with those obtained by the first method. (3) CapNary elusion
method. If the rate of flow of gas for unit pressure difference is To for high
pressures and T for a low pr essure, then ( for that low pressure is R(T —'10)/4'10,
where R is the radius. (4) Valmes of $/l vary with the surface, for instance
from 0.)o for. air-mercury, and 0.8& for air-oil and air-glass, to x.op for air-
fresh shellac. They also vary with the gas, for instance from o,8x for hydrogen-
011 and 0.82 foi C02-oil to 0.86 f01 air-011, and 0.90 f01 helium-oil.

Coemcient of diffuse reflection of gas molecules, determined from the
relation A = (2q/pc) (2/f —I ) gives values of f which vary mi th the smrface
from 0.79 for air-fresh shellac and o.89 for air-glass to I,oo for air-mercury.
The values also vary with the gas from 0.8p for helium-oil and 0.895 for air-oil
to 0.92 foi C02-oil and hydrogen-oil. The values are for 23 C,
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I ~ INTRODUCTION.

N I9I I it was first shown that the so-called "oil-drop method "
was capable of yielding not only a measurement of the electron,

but also a determination of the "coegcr'crt of slip" between a gas and

the surface of a liquid or solid, which was of a sufhcient degree of precision
to justify the hope that it would be possible with its aid to settle definitely

some of the interesting and important problems of the kinetic theory
which had absorbed the attention of Maxwell, Kundt and Karburg and

others half a century ago but which have been since then matters of
dispute for the reason that the experimental technique of that day was

insufficiently precise to permit of definitive conclusions. Since the results

which have followed from a careful pursuit of these problems by theoil-
drop method and by a new one quite as accurate which is presented
herewith, are in some particulars at variance with a considerable amount
of preceding work, some- of it theoretical and some experimental, the
theoretical considerations which are here involved will be quite fully
restated for the sake of facilitating a critical analysis by others. An

attempt will also be made to present the development of ideas in this
field in its correct historical sequence.

2. THE OIL-DROP METHOD OF MEASURING SLIP.

If e„ is the charge on a spherical particle falling first with speed vI

under the influence only of the gravitational pull mg and then rising

against gravity with a speed of v2 in a vertically directed electric field

pf strength Ii, the equation'which is nothing more than the expression
of the fact that the velocity of the particle is proportional to the acting
force—a fact about which in the case of small enough drops there can
not be the slightest uncertainty, since it has been rigorously and accu-
rately proved both theoretically and experimentally —is

vI mg

v2 I'e„—mg

mg(s, + vs)

vt
M(r)

Equally certain may we be about the correctness of Stokes' hydro-
dynamical equation

X = 6~gav,

provided it be assumed that the medium is homogeneous and that there
is no slip between it and the surface of the sphere. Making this assump-
tion, for the moment, and combining (2) with the equation expressing the
relation between mass, density, and volume, viz. ,

X = mg = j4su'(~ —p)g,
i PHYSICAL REVIEW) 32) 382, I9 I I.
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there results at once the usual form of Stokes' law of fall, namely,

2 gC
v = ——(o —p).

9

From i, 3 and 4 there then follows at once

4 9s I i (vy + v2)vy

g(~ —~) p

(4)

which gives the charge upon the droplet in terms of the velocity (v& + v, )
and otherwise accurately known quantities.

The most characteristic and most significant fact brought to light by
the oil-drop method was that (v~ + v~) could be made to take on a series
of values constituting an arithmetical progression and having a greatest
common divisor (v& + v2)0 which corresponds then to a charge of one
electron upon the droplet, so that the equation

9g I 8 +~2 0 12 (6)

is the value of the electronic charge provided only the assumptions made
in (2) of homogeneity in the medium and no slip, are correct.

Now the fact which was brought to light as soon as these experiments
were tried, in the fall of I909, was that ef did not come out a constant
when droplets of different rates of fall and therefore of different radii
were used in air at atmospheric pressure; but, instead, while perfect
consistency was obtained in working on different droplets having the
same rate of fall, the larger (more rapidly falling) drops gave consistently
smaller values of e~ than did the smaller drops. Indeed the apparent
value of e& pushed up quite continuously about Io per cent as the times
of fall per cm increased from 5 to 5o seconds. This clearly meant that
the smaller droplets fell more rapidly than in accordance with the
requirements of Stokes' law because, as they diminished in size, they
began to fall, so to speak, more and more nearly freely between the
holes of the medium, i.e. , between the molecules of the air,

However, at the time at which these experiments were first performed

(in the fall of tgo9) there was available no theoretical work whatever

as to the correct law of motion of a spherical droplet through a gaseous
medium, with which (2) might be replaced. The procedure followed

therefore was to seek to obtain wholly empirically a correction term to
Stokes' law which should take into account the inhomogeneities in the
gaseous medium. Since the size of the inhomogeneities had the linear
dimensions of the mean free path /, while the corresponding linear dimen-
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sion of the drop had to be proportional to its radius a, the correction
which was to be applied to Stokes' law had evidently to be a function of
the argument l/a, and in order to fit the experimental data, or for that
matter to satisfy obvious theoretical considerations, it had to be applied
in such a way as to cause the speed to increase as l/a increased. There-
fore a corrected form of Stokes' law which would take into account any
kind of increase in speed due to the gaseous inhomogeneities could clearly
be written as follows:

—I
X = 6vrgav I+f

for thissimply adds to Stokes' law a correction term of unknown form in

l/a but in such a way as to make o increase as l/a increases. In the
absence of information as to the form of f(l/a) we could evidently express

it, as pointed out in earlier papers, in terms of the undetermined constants

A, 8 and C, etc. , by writing

and so long as attentt'on t's confined to su@et'ently small departures from
Stokes' laro it is clearly legitimate to neglect second-order terms in I/a and

therefore to write

2 ga'(o —p)

9 tJ 6

Using this form of equation to combine with (r) and denoting now by
e the absolute value of the electron and by e&, as above, the apparent
value of this charge obtained from the use of (g) rather than of (9)
there resulted at once

e r+A — =eI or y+g (ro)

If then we knew a for all of our droplets, since I was known, we could
obtain e& from (6) and then plot a curve connecting l/a and eP". It is
clear too from the form of (ro) that this curve would necessarily be a
straight line so long as the observational data were confined to a region
in which the neglecting of the higher terms in the expansion of f(l/a)
was legitimate. IIom far this mould be true could only be determined by

examining the curve itself. The slope of that straight line would then
clearly be A and the intercept of this line on the eI'/' axis would be e'I'.
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In the preceding papers e"' has been the sole object of concern, and the
straightness of the line has been found to hold much farther than a most
satisfactory determination of the value of the intercept demanded. In
this paper, on the other hand, attention is directed solely to the constant
A, to its accurate measurement and to its significance.

Since l itself is incapable of precise evaluation, but since with a given
gas it is always inversely proportional to pressure, I have in later papers
preferred to write (xo) in the form

e2/3 I + — = e '/3b

Pa
(x x)

and then to plot ep ~ against x/pa, thus determining the constant b instead
of A. With this procedure, by directly measuring ei2/3 for different drops
at the same pressure, or for the same drop at different pressures, or both,
and by plotting the different values of ex2" thus obtained against x/pa,
it became possible to obtain 0 (or A, since A = b/pf) wholly empirically,
and thus to find by direct experiment and with much precision the law
of fall which must replace Stokes' law when the droplets become so small
that the inhomogeneities in the gaseous medium begin to cause that law
to fail. There conld be no uncertainty about the correctness of this Procedure

if a and p were known with enough accuracy, and if the observational data
were confined to a region close enough to that in mhich Stokes' lam was found
valid. It was by this empirical procedure that the first term of the
proper correction to Stokes' law of fall of a droplet of oil through air was
finally found to have the exact numerical value given in (x2),

—1

X = 6mqav I + .864- (x2)

provided that l is defined by q = .3502pcl. Also this law was found to
be correct up to f/a = .5, at which point a second correction term to
Stokes' law became necessary.

In the foregoing work in order to determine a with any required
degree of precision, the method of successive approximations was used.
Thus the rigorously correct equations x and 3 (when reduced by the
evaluation of the greatest common divisor of the speeds, so as to corre-
spond to a single charge upon the drop) were solved for a, thus giving

3Fe vq

4~g(~ —x) (»+»). (xS)

and an approximately correct value of e inserted in this equation.
This gave, in view of' the cube-root sign, a series of values of a con-
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taining errors of but one third that contained in the assumed value
of e and with which therefore a value of e containing only a very
minute error was obtained. With this new value of e in turn a new

series of values of u containing only wholly inappreciable errors could
be computed with the aid of (z5) and the final value of e then obtained
from the intercept.

I have thus far shown merely how the constants A and b in (zo) and

(rr) were empirically determined. But it remains to show what is their
significance from the standpoint of the hydrodynamical concept of slip.
In hydrodynamical theory the modified form of Stokes' law which takes
into account surface slip ' is

I +2'yX = 6~qcv
I + 3'y

2gG
o&

—————(o. —p)

in which y is defined by the equation

I +3'y
r+2y (t5)

(r6)

e being called the coef/ cient of external friction, and the ratio of the internal
to the external coefficient of friction s/e = I being called the coef/'cient

of slip
If the last factor in (r6) is expanded in powers of y into

I + y+ 2y'+ 4y', etc. ,

then we may neglect powers of p higher than the first, provided y is

kept sufficiently small. But p can be kept as small as we p'lease so long
as we confine attention to the region which has been under consideration
in all which has preceded, namely the region in which Stokes' law is
just beginning to break down because the medium is just beginning to
be sufficiently inhomogeneous so that the phenomenon of slip is just
beginning to appear. Then (z5) becomes

2 t'a'(o —p) (, +. )
9

which is identical with the empirical equation (9). It is thus seen that
p = I/a = Al/a, that is, that

g= A/. (r8)

In other words the oil-drop method of determining e, which consists
in plotting a series of values of eP/' taken on different droplets at different

' See Basset's Hydrodynamics, Vol. II., p. 27I.
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pressures against r/pa, and finding the intercept on the eats axis, i.e

finding the limit toward which erat" tends as Pa becomes infinite, is simply
equivalent to graphically reducing the medium to a condition of infinite
pressure in which the holes (inhomogeneities) are all squeezed out, and
in which therefore Stokes' hydrodynamical equation is rigorously valid.
This removes all uncertainty from all of the equations upon which the
determination of e depends. It is of course assumed in the foregoing
that the sole cause of slip in gases is found in molecular inhomogeneities,
but if this were not true Stokes' unmodified law would not hold accurately
in dense media as it is found experimentally to do.

Similarly the slope of the eon, r/pa line close to the intercept, where the

y of (r7) isjust as small as we please, must correspond to a region in which

the hydrodynamical theory underlying Bpsset's equation is rigorously apP/i-
caNe and therefore where itis rigor, ottsly correct to identify y with Al/a
or g with Al.

From the hydrodynamical theory of slip alone we should not expect
an equation of the form of (r7) to remain valid through a large range of
values of r/pa, i e , far .fr. om the region in which Stokes' law is valid. But
in the case of gases this theory is applicable only to very small values of
r/pa so that we need not be concerned because the epn, r/pa line is actually
found to remain straight, and an equation of the form of (r7) to hold
for a surprisingly long range of values of r/pa. This is merely a fortunate
circumstance which makes it possible to determine coefficients of slip
between gases and liquids and gases and solids with much certainty
and precision by the oil-drop method. Without this fortunate circum-
stance the precision of this method of measuring slip would be greatly
impaired. The slope of the epn, r/pa line is indeed theoretically identi-
fiable with slip only very close to the intercept with the e&"' axis, but
since that slope is in fact constant up to very appreciable values of r/pa
we are not concerned, when determining slip by the oil-drop method,
with whether the hydrodynamical theory of slip accounts for the length

of this straight line or not; for we are well aware that the physical
conditions underlying this hydrodynamical theory of slip are no longer
satisfied near the upper end of this line.

To recapitulate then, we have proved that since the coefficient of slip
f' is equal to At and since from (rz) A for oil and air is .864 and t at 23'
and 76 cm for air is computed from g = .3502pct to have the value

.ooooo94I7 cm, the coefficient of slip between air at 23' C, 76 cm and oil is

g3 76,~ ——.864 X .ooooo94 I 7 = o.ooooo8 i36.

For drops of radii from .oooo cm up to .ooo6 cm which is about the range
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with which we are practically concerned y = t"/a would have a value
varying from i/ra to r/7o, so that the complete justification for dropping
higher powers of y than the first will be evident.

The foregoing procedure may then be used with entire confidence for
findhng the coegcient of slip between any gas and a liquid or sotid to which

the oil dro-p method of experimentation is applicable

THE KINETIC fHEORY OF SLIP IN QASE5.

But there is an altogether general relation between the coefficient of
slip and the law of reHection of gaseous molecules which may be obtained
as follows.

To begin with the simplest possible case, assume a gas streaming
slowly through a tube and let it be assumed at first that the gaseous
molecules impinging upIon the surface of the tube are "diffusely reHected, "
i.e. , are wholly absorbed and later reemitted so that the direction of exit
of a, molecule from the surface bears no relation whatever to its direction
of impact upon the surface. Familiar kinetic-theory considerations show

that the number n of molecules impinging per. second upon I square
centimeter of surface in a gas at rest is given by

(2o)

in which n is the number of molecules per c.c. and c is their average
velocity of agitation. This is a perfectly general relation quite inde-

pendent of the validity of any particular law of distribution of molecular

velocities, and the error due to slow streaming motion is negligible.

If now the impinging molecules be assumed to have an average or
mass motion parallel to the surface of velocity o (which is exceedingly

small compared to c), then obviously the tangential momentum communi-

cated to the wall per second by the impact of the -„'ni molecules upon it is

—,'nf,"mv,

but if the imPinging molecules have the average tangential velocity v,

since the layer of lk|,'gas which is next to the surface is made up half of

molecules entering that surface with the tangential velocity v, and half

of molecules leaving that surface with the average tangential velocity

which, according to our assumption, is zero, the average tangential velocity

oo of the layer of gas next the wall is given hy oo = o/2 and the expression

for the tangential momentum given to the wall per second per square

centimeter in terms of this mean velocity of the surface layer of gas is

But this expression, which is equal to the tangential force in

dynes acting on each square centimeter, when it has been divided by vo,

is, by definition, the coefficient of external friction e so that we have

2nmc = e.
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Therefore the coefficient of slip is given by

.3502nmH
.7004l,.5nmc

or since l when computed from the equation used above, namely
~ 3502nmcl, is at 23' C, 76 cm .000094.I7, the numerical value of the

coefficient of slip between air at z3', 76 crn and a surface which refiects its
molecules wholly "dhgusely" is given by

((~;, o;o 76) = .700$ g .00009$I7 = .000006595.

The fact that this is considerably less than the observed value of the slip found
in (t9) can only nzean that the assumption of disuse refiection is incorrect
in the casein hand: namely air and oil. This result furnishes the complete

justification for Maxwell's introduction of the coeft'cient f which he defined

as the fraction of the total number of impinging molecules which are
"absorbed and afterwards evaporated, "' the fraction (t —f) being
then taken as the portion which is specularly reflected. The existence
of this fraction f merely means that there is a measurable tendency for
molecules which impinge at a given angle upon the surface in question
to be reflected so as to make the angle of incidence equal to the angle
of reflection, and that the actual distribution of reflected molecules,
all of which are incident at a given angle, can be reproduced by mixing
a fraction f of diffusely reflected molecules with a fraction t —f of
specularly reflected molecules. The theoretical evaluation of Maxwell's

f from the measured coefficient of slip may be made, in accordance with

the mode of approach used above, as follows.
If only the fraction f of the impinging molecules is absorbed, the

momentum communicated to the wall, in terms of f and the average
tangential velocity v of all the impinging molecules, is

—.', mncfv.

But the average tangential velocity vo of the surface layer of molecules,
since it is made up of 4nc impinging molecules of tangential velocity v,
and of inc(r —f) returning molecules, also of tangential velocity o,
and of,ncf returnin—g molecules of tangential velocity zero, and since
the total number of molecules in this layer is the sum of those going in

' This is precisely the result obtained by Kundt and Warburg (Pogg. Ann. , ?55, p,
547, and ?59, p. 4or, ?876), and by Maxwell, Scientific Papers, Vol. II., p. 7o9, save
that these authors used slightly different value of the constant .35o2. This, however,
does not change the numerical value of the slip, if only the same constant is used as,
of course, it should be in the evaluation of l.

' Maxwell, Scientific Papers, Vol. II., p. 705.
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and those coming out, namely -', nc, is given by

{,'nc-+ 4nc(r —f)}v + ', ncf X-o .
1-nc2

or

Substituting this value of v in (28) and then writing the definition of c,

namely

(-'7)

there results
.3502mncl 2.7004l

e 4nsnc f f ) f
r

(a8)

or since
I.4oo8

A + .700$

Inserting in (29) the observed value of A for air and oil at 28' C, 76 cm,

viz, 864, we obtain
f =.89

Therefore, when the motecules of air impinge upon oil at a given angle,

89—', per cent of the intpinging rnolecutes are did'usely reft ected (absorbed and

reentitted) and to-', per cent are specutarly reflected. The foregoing method

of finding f should be altogether valid so long as 2/f is not very large in

comparison with unity. As f approaches zero, however, 1 becomes large

and the procedure used in reducing (tfi) to (t7) becomes invalid.

4. SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIATIONS IN A WITH THE NATVRE OF THE GAS.

Although equations (a8) and (29) appear to involve the assumption

that the constant k of the viscosity formula g = kpcl has the value .35o2,
the value of f obtained from the use of (a8) is quite independent of any

assumption whatever as to the value of k provided only that in the com-

putation of A from

the value of l used is obtained from g = .35o2pcl as it should be. That

This form again is the same as that found by Maxwell, see Scientific Papers, Vol.
II., p. 7o9, save for the use of r/3 by him in place of .35o2.
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this is true may be seen by writing (23) and (28) in the forms

2kpcl = 2kl
e pC pC

and
2

Pf = 2kl ——I ~

f
From which

2
(f = go f

(3o)

(3r)

2jp
s|f+ gO

(32)

in which fp is seen from (3o) to have the value 2g/pe, an expression

quite independent of k and all of whose terms are accurately known.
This shows that if we have any means whatever of measuring gf we may
substitute the measured value in (32) and solve for f

Now the oil-drop slope b/p is a direct measure of ir since we had

ff = b/P = AL Also since fp = Apl, i p being assumed to be measured
with the same gas on a perfectly diffusing surface, it will be seen from

(3o) and (32) that

a(0 2A() 4k

g, + 1-, A+A, A+2k
But since A is obtained from the slope b/p by means of

6 kpc
A = —=----

pl pq
we have

4k 4k
A + 2k bkpc bpcpe' p.

(33)

Thus f is a constant for different gases if (b/P)(pc/g) is a constant; also if

(b/p)(po/g) is constant, then this expression multiplied by any quantity
whatever which is assumed to be the same for all gases (as was the
h = .3502 used above) is also a constant.

Hence if 2 in (9) and (ro) is found to come out a constant for different
gases f is also the same for the different gases, and if A varies from gas
to gas f also varies. In other words the Present eppPerprnents throw no new

light whatever uPon the ProPer value of the kinetic theory constant k but tjzey

are altogether unarnbpguous pn their spgnpficance as fo f



THE CoRREcT FoRM oF THE FIRsT ORDER CoRREcTIQN TERM To
STOKES LAW OF FALL.

We are now in position to obtain the general form of the first order
correction term to Stokes' law. For since (r7) rests upon an unimpeach-

able hydrodynamical basis so long as f/o is small and since in (ry) we

have proved that for this case

and also that in general
2

.700@i ——If
it follows that the correct numerical form of the equation which should

replace Stokes' law when I/a becomes so large that this law just begins

to fall ls

X I + .7004 ——I — = 6m'gcv
f g

or
2 ga'(ir —p)

'01 = I + .7002 ——If
It is interesting to compare this equation with that deduced from

purely theoretical considerations by Cunningham ' in I9IO, in which

the correction term to Stokes' law takes the form'

I.63—
C

I +-
I +f

It is not at all surprising that this does not agree with (3p) when f = o,
for, as indicated above, (37) could not hold for that case anyway —a
case of no practical interest since nothing like it occurs in nature. But
it is significant that for the case of diifuse reflection (f = r) Cunning-

ham s numerical coefFicient is .Brs when (36) indicates that it should be

.7004. The discrepancy is not quite so bad when Cunningham's equa-

tion is freed from a slight error which, as I pointed out in a footnote in

pHTsIcAL REvIEw, 32, 380, I9II, crept into it because of a confusion of
e with Wc. When this error is eliminated and when I is obtained, as in

all the foregoing from q = .3502pH, the numerical coef6cient in that
equation becomes .788 instead of .8I5. But even this is more than Io
per cent higher than it should be if (3p) is valid.

I Cunningham, Proc. Roy. Soc., Series A, Vol. 8g, p. 36o, 191o.
' The notation used by Cunningham in his paper is the reverse of that introduced

by Maxwell, f and I —f being interchanged. The form in I'38) is Cunningham's when

reduced to Maxwell's notation.
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It was because of this discrepancy that I undertook two rather elab-
orate series of experiments designed to test in wholly independent and
different ways the validity of equation (37) and the interpretation which
has been placed upon the divergence between the numerical constants
in (I9) and (24.).

6. OIL-DRoP TEsrs QF EQUATIoN (37).
The first dehnite experimental evidence which was found in favor

of the correctness of (37) came when the nature of the droplet was changed
without changing the nature of the gas. Thus, the curves labelled I ~,

III. and IV. in Fig. I represent measurements made in air upon droplets
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Fig. i. el'I xio8 as a function of i/pa.

of oil, mercury and shellac respectively. The values of A for these three
lines are .842, .7o8, and I.078 respectively and the corresponding values
of g„ ,6 ale .00000793, .00000667, and .ooooIoI.

Although, under the conditions prevailing at the time these experi-
ments were made, the error in the slopes may possibly be as much as

3 per cent (indeed the value of A for air-oil is here 2.5 per cent lower than
my most reliable determination, Phil. Mag. , Vol. XXIX., p. I2, I9I7,
which reduced the probable error in A to about I per cent) yet the diff'er-

ences between these slopes are so large as to leave open no escape from
the conclusion that the nature of the surface exerts a very important influence
upon A and therefore upon the tendency of the molecules to be specularly

rejected.
It is very interesting, too, to observe that the value of A for air-

mercury, namely .7o8, has practically reached the lowest limit permitted
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by (37) which in the case of diffuse reHection (f = r) is seen to be
.7oo4. This observed value is more than Io per cent lower than the
lowest possible value permitted by Cunningham's equation.

I am disposed to connect the attainment of diffuse reflection in the
case of droplets of mercury with the powerful molecular (cohesive) field

possessed by this substance. This would result in the condensation and
reevaporation of the surrounding gas—a condition which is equivalent
to diffuse reflection as the latter term is used by Maxwell.

The organic substances oil and shellac might be expected to have very
much weaker molecular fields and to condense the gas much less com-

pletely than mercury, as they are in fact here seen to do. It is possible,
however, that the cause of the low value of A for mercury is to be found
rather in the roughening of the surface by oxidation than in the high value
of the molecular constant. I have found no substance which shows a
higher value of A than does fresh shellac.

But again Fig. I also shows that the nature of the gaseous molecule
as well as the nature of the reflecting surface may exert an influence upon
the tendency to specular reflection. For curve II (Fig. i) represents
a series of experiments which I made on oil drops in hydrogen. This
slope, when divided by the ratio of the mean free paths of the molecules

of hydrogen and air, namely I.845, is shown in the dotted line labelled V.
It is 3.g per cent lower than the value of the slope for the air-oil line,
i.e., it gives for hydrogen-oil A = .8I5 against .842 found in this experi-
ment for air-oil and .864 which I regard as the correct value for this
combination. The difference is considerably larger than the estimated
observational error. The evidence is then fairly good that hydrogen

shores a slightly larger tendency to specutar refection on oil than does air
Also according to the best measurement on CO2 and oil, the value of A

for this combination is close to .82. Three different observers, working
with my apparatus, have found it about g per cent lower than A for
air-oil.

7. COEFFICIENTS OF SLIP BY THE ROTATING CYLINDER METHOD.

In view of the importance of checking the foregoing results by a wholly

independent method a new series of slip-determinations was planned by
the constant deflection method. So far as I know, this method has not
been used heretofore for slip-determinations, but it is, I think, the most
accurate method which is available. The theory of the method is as
follows.

In the constant deflection method of measuring the viscosity of a gas,
if the inner torsionally suspended cylinder has a radius a (Fig. a) and a
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length I. and the outer rotating cylinder a radius b, and if &v is the con-
stant angular velocity of the layer of gas at any radius between e and b,
then the torsional moment I"r due to the viscous drag acting on the
cylindrical surface of gas of radius r is given by

If now we assume eo slip at either of the surfaces a or
b and therefore integrate cv between the limits o and the
angular velocity of the external cylinder ~2 we obtain,
since in the steady state Fr is not dependent on r,

(4o)

Replacing Fr by s'I8/t', where 0 is the constant angular defiection of
the inner cylinder, I its moment of inertia and t its half period in vacuo,
we obtain the well-known characteristic formula of the constant deAection
method, viz. ;

sIe(b —a)(b + a)
4.$ Ic~b Ml

(42)

In order now to modify this analysis so as to take account of slip
between the surface of the gas and that of each cylinder 0 and b we must
integrate the 8&v in (g9) and (go) not between o and &o~, but rather
between co„and ~~, these symbols representing the angular velocities of
the lRyeI's of gRS ln contRct with G RIKI b respectively. YVe thus obtRln,
instead of (gt),

a'b'
Fr = 4sI.ri — [ag —(o,-].b' —e'

But now, by de6nition of the coefficient 6 of external friction, if f is the
tangential force acting between the surface of the inner cylinder and vo

the difference in linear velocity between the surface of the cylinder u

and the layer of gas in contact with it, then

fu = Fr = 2sa'I.ceo, (45)

substituting ln this equation the value of vg obtained fro111 id = vo/8
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we obtain

.Fr
its e

27fQ Ie (46)

Precisely similarly, if f' is the tangential force on b and vo' the difference
in linear velocity between the surface of b and the gas in contact with it,
we have

f'5 = Fr = 27fb'I&go' (47)

vo' Fr
GDg = CO]

—= CO y
b 2~b'I. e

(48)

The substitution of (46) and (48) in (48) gives, after the insertion of

~2I0
Fr =

t2

and also of the definition pter
= f,

I(b —a.)(b+ a)9 a'+ b'

4t'La'b'M y ab(b' —a') (49)

If now we denote by q the apparent value of the viscosity obtained by
the use of (42) and by q the real value obtained by the use of (49) and if

for brevity we write
2(a' + b')

ab(b' —a')
we obtain from (42) and (49)

(fio)

For the practical application of this formula it is of course only neces-

sary, if the speed of rotation of the outer cylinder is always kept constant,
to measure the deHection 9 at a relatively high pressure where
(= .70041) is so small that the second term in (49) is wholly negligible,
and then to reduce the pressure until 0 has attained a measurably
smaller value O'. The slip coefficient for this lower pressure is then given

very simply by

The accuracy with which, under the best attainable experimental condi-
tions, 0 can be determined by this method being about one part in two
thousand, it should be possible to have a difference between 0 and 0'

of but 5 per cent and still to secure an accuracy in the determination of

f of about r per cent. This makes the determination of coegcients of slip
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a matter of real precision and permits the definite settlement of questions
left altogether unsettled by the cruder methods of the earlier observers.
Under the somewhat imperfect working conditions used below the un-

certainty in f is however from two to three per cent for air, and somewhat
more for CO~.

8. THE CQMPARIsoN QF REsULTs Bv THE Two METHQDs.

The following papers by Messrs. Stacy and Van Dyke will show not
only how satisfactorily the foregoing results, both theoretical and experi-
mental, are checked by the application of this method, but also how well

the personal equation has now been eliminated by the agreement between
the results of different observers working at different times and under

somewhat different conditions.
The final results obtained to date by the constant deflection method

may be briefly summarized as follows:
I. When the surfaces of the cylinders had just been machined so

that, when looked at from the eyes of a molecule, they were essentially

rough surfaces, capable only of throwing back the molecules diffusely,

the coefficient of slip between this surface and air, reduced to 23', 76 cm„
was found by Mr. Stacy to be p = .ooooo66I5 as against my limiting

theoretical value (see 24) l = .ooooo6g95. Irt other words the ootne of A

for this surface had practically the theoretical limit A = .7oo4 demanded

by (37).
II. When the cylinder surfaces were then covered with shellac and

dried the value of the slip, reduced to 23, 76 cm, at once increased to
.0000097 which corresponds, since f = Al, to A = r.03. This, in view

of the inconstancy in A for shellac, to be immediately considered, is in

altogether satisfactory agreement with the value shown in Fig. I, IV
which, it will be remembered, was A = I.o7.

III. When the shellaced surfaces were allowed to stand for several

days they showed a continually diminishing value of A (due, I think, to
slow oxidation) which according to Mr. Stacy's observations reached in

two months the figure g = .ooo00677, only 2-,' per cent higher than the
theoretical limit corresponding to diffuse reflection. Precisely the same

sort of a slow change in A with shellac has been found as detailed in Mr.
Stacy's paper by an independent observer Mr. Harrington.

IV. The observations on Mr. Stacy's old shellac surface, interrupted

in I9I8 by his and by the author's participation in the war, were taken up

again two years later by Mr. Van Dyke who obtained a mean value

f = .ooooo68 in complete agreement with Mr. Stacy.
V. Mr. Van Dyke did not find it possible, by cleaning off the shellac
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from. the cylinders, to restore completely their original diffusely reflecting

quality, the mean value of f for the cleaned brass surface remaining at
.ooooo75. By scratching the surface with sandpaper g was reduced to
.00000728. The inability to restore completely the surface to the condi-
tion of perfect roughness, after the treatment it had received, is not
surprising. Had the observed change been in the other direction the
result would have been disturbing for the theory, for only by making the

surface so rougk that niolecular mountain peaks, so to speak, project far up
into the streaming gas, and thus rendering tke consideration of anything
like a surface layer of gas altogether impossible, could the drag be made

larger than that corresponding to diffuse ref'ection T.his condition could

probably be realized with a granular surface like that produced by smoke
or by an electrolytic deposit.

VI. I asked Mr. Van Dyke next to coat the cylindrical surfaces with
the same clock-oil with which I had obtained the value A = .86' or the
slip g = .000008I-4. The slip at once rose to the mean value .ooooo8I8
in excellent agreement w'th results of the oil drop me-thod.

VII. Mr. Van Dyke then used CO2 gas with his oiled cylinders and got
a value of A distinctly lower than for air, viz, 8 I3, also in complete agree-

ment with the results of the oil-drop method, which had yielded in

Coi A = .82, thus fortifying the validity of the conclusion that the nature

of the gaseous molecule as welL as the nature of the surface has a measuraMe

inf'uence upon the tendency to specular ref'ection (Maxwell's f)t

9. A AND THE COEFFICIENT OF SLIP FOR GLASS AND AIR.

I have made no measurements upon the coeS.cient of slip between

glass and air; but there is evidence that it has a value exceedingly
close to that between oil and air. Thus Warburg ' by reducing the
pressure, in viscosity determinations with glass capillaries, until slip

began to be observable, obtained, from his only recorded measurement

with his capillary No. I., g, 5 338 ——.oooI7 which reduces to

FI5 76 cm = 0000076

From his recorded measurements with capillary No, II. he obtained

Cz5o 3.g cm = .OOOI6

These measurements reduce to

fg5o 76 cm OOOOO82 and

3 38 cm .oooI8.

$$5o 76 cm .ooooo80.

Giving all these three determinations equal weight we obtain

PI5 76 cm = 00000793r
' Pogg. Ann. , r59, p. 4oz, r876.
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which reduces when the temperature correction is made to|23o, 76 cl„= .ooooo822 ~

This is quite close to the value for oil and air given in (r9), namely|23', 76 cm = .ooooo8rg.
The only other careful work by the capillary tube method from which

I have been able to compute g for air and glass is that by Knudsen. '
According to the following analysis of this data it yields a value of g

for glass and air very close to the value found by Warburg.
Knudsen writes Poiseuille's equation, uncorrected for slip, in the form

7f &84
T = ———p8qL

in which T is the quantity of gas, measured by the product of pressure

and volume, which is driven per second through a capillary of length L
and radius R by a pressure-difference of r dyne per sq. cm and p is t-he

average pressure at the two ends, i e , (p~. +. pq)/a = p. Poiseuille's law,

corrected for slip, then becomes

Knudsen further measures the outflow through capillary tubes for a
great range of mean pressures down to very low ones and represents all

his results by the empirical formula

p+p + 3P

I + C2p

and evaluates the constants a, 6, c&, c& by means of his experimental data.
For such values of c~p and c2p as we are here concerned with I is

negligible in comparison with this product and Knudsen's empirical

equation becomes

T —Qp+ 5 —'
C2

For sufficiently large values of the pressure this reduces, as it should,

to T = aP and from Poiseuille's equation we see that

7f &R4
Q

— ~

8qL

If now, as in the case of Warburg's experiments, we let T' represent the
apparent value of T if there were no slip, while T represents the real

' Knudsen, Ann. der Physik, z8, P. I?7, I909.
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value, we have
T

I +=T' R

E.b —'
~ 4g

QCP

We are therefore in position to compute the value of &7q from the value=

of R, b, c&/cs and a given by Knudsen for any of the tubes and gases which

he uses, The results are of course quite independent of his theory and
dependent only upon the ability of his constants R, b, c&tc& and a to
reproduce the experimental T, p curve, in the region of pressures with
which we are here interested, which is limited to the region in which

4

Poiseuille's law is just beginning to break down because of the appearance
of the phenomenon of surface-slip. This is the only region in which

we are here concerned with Knudsen's experimental data.
Knudsen does not make experiments upon glass and air, but since f

for diferent gases is proportional to $ save as the nature of the gas
modi6es Maxwell's f, and since this last effect is only just measurable
at best we may compute g for air and glass from his data taken with

H2, O2, and Co~ by multiplying by the ratio of mean free paths.
Utilizing in this way all the data taken by Knudsen (see Table II.,

p &&6, I.c.) except that on Hs with tube No. z. , which I discard because
Knudsen himself calls it unreliable, and all the data with tube No. 4,
which I discard because it was a bundle of 24 tubes but 2 cm long and
~ 0033' cm radius for which g comes out about 20 per cent higher than

for any of the other tubes, presumably because the dimensions of such

exceedingly minute capillaries can be determined with but little certainty,
we obtain the following set of values of g for air at 25', 76 crn.

Tube No, I (using 02), air.
1 (

" CO2}, air
2 (

" H2), air

3 (
"

CO2) air

Mean . .

%hen reduced to temperature 23' C this gives

(q~o 76 = .0000082I,

.Qoooo8&6

.Qooooy84
,oooo0855
.QQQQQ876

.ooooo828
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which is seen to be identical with Warburg's value, although the uncer-

tainty in both these determinations is doubtless as much as 5 per cent.
The foregoing analysis apPears to shoe then that g and A for glass and

air are practically identical with P and A for oil and air for which any values

are
A+30 76 —.0000082

A = .864.

Io. NUMERIcAL VALUEs QF MAxwELL s f.
A condensed summary of the whole of this work may be made by

computing with the aid of equation (29) and observed values of i', or
of A, the values of Maxwell's f for the different gases and surfaces with

which we have experimented.
For air and oil all observers and both methods are in excellent agree-

ment, my value using oil drops being A = .864, Ishida's independent
determination with my apparatus yielding A = .862 @nd Van Dyke s
observations with the rotating cylinder giving g = 8I.8 X Io ', which

when combined with the value of l, viz. , 94.I7 X Io, with the aid of

g = Al gives A = .868. The mean of the three determinations is

A = .8647 and this value is taken for the computation of f from (29.)
For CO2 and oil the different observers are in less satisfactory agree-

ment probably because of the difficulty of duplicating exactly conditions
as to purity of the gas. Dr. LaSalle obtained with my oil-drop apparatus
A = .825. Mr. Eglin in very recent and very careful experiments with

CO2 has obtained A = .82o. Dr. Ishida' with the same apparatus ob-
tained .8go and Mr. Van Dyke's g = 5o.o X Io' by the rotating cylinder

method reduces, since for CO2 l = 6I 5 X Io', to A = .8I3. The mean

of all these determinations, giving Van Dyke's and Eglin's data double

the weight of the others since they ought to be the more precise, is

A = .823 which is probably not in error by more than a per cent.
For hydrogen-oil my value of A is .8I5 while Dr. Ishida's value

obtained with my oil-drop apparatus is .8II. The mean of the two, viz. ,

A = .8I3, has been taken for the computation of f.
The monatomic gas helium shows according to Dr. Ishida's determina-

tion a higher value of A than any other gas used with oil. There is as

yet no other observation with which to compare it and f is therefore

computed from Ishida's A = .90I.
All of the observations made with oil drops in different gases show that,

as was to have been expected, the character of the gas has but little
influence upon the character of the reflection, though the observed differ-

~ Ishida regards his accuracy in the case of C02 as less than in the case of any other
gas as he worked hastily and used but ten drops.



ences in A are apparently considerably greater than the observational
error.

TABLE.

Values of Maxwell's f for DQ"erent .Surfaces and Gases.

,
f = Per Cent

Diffuse
A.

'

Reflection at
23' C.

I —f =Per
Cent Specular
Reflection at

23' C.

Air $ machined brass surface or old shellac
CO2 $ surface. . . . . . .
Air-mercury, . . . .
Air-oil
COg-oil. . . . , . . . ., . .
Hydrogen-oil. . . . . . . .
Air-glass (Warburg-Knudsen). . . . . . . . . . . .
Helium-oil
Air-fresh shellac

~ 70
~ 70
.864
~ 823
.8I3
.872
.90I

I.07

IOO
Ioo
89 5
92
92 5
89
87.4
79

0
0

I0.5
8
75

II
I2.6
2J
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